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It's Lonely at the Top:
It's been an interesting year. When I first got
corralled (or volunteered, I can't remember which)
into working on or for the INKWELL, I thought
"this is gonna be fun. This is gonna be real fun."
And it was. For a while. But then things started
happenning on the staff (a staff of seven going
down to a staff of three) overwhich I had no con
trol—I was not the editor. Bleary-eyed and tonguetied, Marsha (the editor) and I finished the papers
in the fall quarter, barely. Missed connections,
lapses in dedication, and unattended meetings all
forced a great deal of friction into the staff. I was
mad, she was frustrated, and we both were tired.
So I got my chance to be boss. Marsha had to
leave town (her leaving was NOT INKWELL,
related) and I was the editor. What power! What
freedom! What a newspaper this will be! What a
bloody drag it became.
Promised articles never materialized. Someone
to sell "lots of ads" made a magical disappearing
act The A-Team (of television fame) could be
proudof. Typesetters always seemed to have "er
rands" to run. Winter quarter was certainly full of
discontent. Ad revenues were down, material was
short, and deadlines were missed. But then HE
showed up.
That's right, you guessed it—Ralph Pope,
alias Paul Reiser. His simple philosophy, "make
friends, work hard, get a little excercise, and time
will take care of it" seemed so comforting—so

practical that I couldn't resist hiring him for the
staff. "What would you like to do?" I asked.
"Help students and make some friends" Paul
courteously replied. It was settled. The INKWELL
now had an advice columnist.
Ralph made those Winter months tolerable.
Along with the help of my mercurial assistant editor
James E. McAleer, things started coming together
for the late Winter issues of the paper. I would
closely read Ralph's column every deadline day and
found his stuff either so good or so good for the
student body I began entrusting Ralph with a lot of
confidence. Perhaps I was wrong. Perhaps I was
foolish to place that much trust in anybody I had
known for such a short time, but I had to. I was go
ing crazy trying to find reporters for stories. Now I
would just ask Ralph. This is not to say that
McAleer didn't pull his weight, because he did. But
Ralph was always there, always available, always
willing to give you a helping hand. I accepted his of
fer.
But trouble was to come. I hadn't reseached
Ralph's past or credentials as I had McAleer's
(which were impeccable). There was something
about Ralph that always bothered me—I didn't
know what. All of that came out in the open soon
enough, and my luck was such that I found out
about Ralph—that his name was Paul Reiser, he
wasn't even registered in school, didn't even have a
high school education—through the grape-vine.

Especially When
There's No Bottom

Through the strains of Marvin Gaye's sad song, t
saw the writing on the wall—Paul would have to
go.
I discussed the problem with James, and even
though he didn't get along too well with Paul,
James said "don't fire him. Just talk to him." But,
my feelings of betrayal were too strong— I dumped
Paul from the staff. I wish now that I hadn't, but
when I came to my senses, Roge Richardson was
already seeing Paul onto the bus. It was too late.
Seeing as this is my last issue as editor of the
INKWELL I am afraid that I have let the students
down by firing Paul. I also suppose it's true what
Mr. T. S. Eliot says about the way the world will
end-not with a bang but a whimper. Perhaps the
next editor will be more stout-hearted than I and
will be able to handle the fraud of a Pope or a
Reiser with firmness and tact-I couldn't.
I want to lend my thanks to those who have
helped me this year. I won't mention any names
because any absences would be conspicuous, with
some of those absences intentional. I've made
enough enemies this year, I don't need to make
anymore.
It has really been fun on some days, and I'm
thankful for that. But I do miss Paul. Maybe B. L.
Smith can convince him to come back from Ken
tucky. For the sake of this college, I h ope so.
—PETER H. CLONTS

T h e M a i l Truck Menace

Fifty years. Wow! That's one hell of a long
time. Most of the students at Armstrong were less
than a gleam in someone's eye fifty years ago. It
kind of makes you want to stop and think - but
that's not what this editorial is on, so you can think
on your own. This editorial is a request, no a de
mand, nay an outcry for justice! What justice you
may ask? Well, I'm gonna tell ya.
Ever since I've been a student at ASC, I've
kept a watchful eye on the goings on around here,
and I've finally put together the facts. What facts
you may ask? Well, I'm gonna tell ya.
Every red - blooded American has the God
given right to pursue happiness and bear arms and

all that liberty stuff. We students here at ASC are in
serious danger of loosing those rights and that liber
ty that our forefathers fought so hard to get for us!
We are on the verge, brothers and sisters of becom
ing creatures no better than those lily - livered com
mies. We have only our wits and determination with
which to stop this tremendous infringement, nay
outright violation of our civil liberties.
The time hath come, brethren, to free ourselves
from the evil that has overtaken us. That evil has
gone unchallenged for too long. That evil, horror,
deprivation, call it what you will, friends' and
neighbors, has taken the form of the infamous mail
truck. Yes, you heard right, mail truck. How many
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times have you been walking down the sidewalks
and had to move over for one of these passing
monsters? Whose sidewalk is it anyway? And what
have they got in those trucks? It can't be mail
-nobody gets THAT much mail! Maybe they're
really Russians out to steal the secrets of American
education. Well, anyway, next time you have to
move for a mail truck, spit on it. You may get ar
rested, but at least you will have stood up for your
rights.

JAMES McALEER
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AJC 1949: Let It Be Spring Again
When Dylan Thomas recalls a long ago
"Hey," someone said, "juh hear about Mr. in an "embrace" by her old man "Right in the liv
Christmas, he speaks of memory as the snowy brink
Kripster (name changed to protect the guilty) and ing room. French kissing, man, and everything."
of an ice-edged" sea into which he plunges his
Miss Scharzkopf" (also changed—to protect So the family stiffened against him—so to
hands to "bring out whatever I can find." But
myself)? They got a hot thing going." The prin speak—and forbade (pronounced fore-bad) him to
memory practices such random selection. It works
cipals in this unfolding lovefeast are faculty. Our call. He did anyway. They sneaked out. They were
in jumbles of pictures, real and imagined. It is a
eyes light up. We roll our shoulders, adjust unmen seen and tattled on. She was about twenty-three or
fragile, colorful spectrum, like a kaleidoscope;
tionables lasciviously—boys being boys—and wait four, I think. The family became Furies and sent
touch it and a new picture forms again and again.
for the story, imagining somehow—if it's good her away to Tybee, in secret and incognito. Now
And it's hard to put the kaleidoscope down, harder
enough—that the story is really about us. "Yeah, here's the really good part. "What'd old 'king'
to hold it still. Touch an old smooth coin. You can
they got the red hots for each other and her family do?" We had eked out a name for his arrogance;
see the face and date, but you cannot feel either.
has the red-ass with him." Bernard Kripster was a "King" seemed right, are you ready?
One sense says yes, the other no. Look into the face
suave, arrogantly handsome—economics pro
"You know, he was a pilot in the War (WWII),
of a diamond, down the facets of that cone. Boiling
fessor, I think—with a deep baritone voice. He P-38's, and has a license. He owns a plane down at
up at you like water from an artesian spring are so
looked sort of like a sophisticated Humphrey Saffold, so he goes down, gets in the plane, and
many shapes and so many variations of light that
Bogart. He wore white shirts, blue suits, snappy flies to Tybee every day, and on weekends. He
you cannot particularize, only recognize, their ex
jackets, paisley satin scarves at his throat, and a located her hideaway and buzzes the house. It's
istence. You cannot see the hour hand on a watch
white silk scarf at the coat collar in the winter time. driving everybody crazy. "Shadow" told me he saw
move even if you stare at it constantly for an hour.
He had a reputation for brilliance and sarcasm, and it last week. He has on goggles, silk scarf,
Then you see that it has moved. Helen Keller writes
was conscious of it. He like to deride boys as everything, in that little Champion he flies." What
in her autobiography that she could tell the color of
"Boy," and titillated girls with a seductive "Well, else would he fly? Old "King" Kripster. We loved
roses by touch, distinguishing pink from red, yellow
Miss Blivit, you seem to have come on time today. I him we hated him. We envisioned them making out
from white, from the warmth each exuded.
offer my congratulations. If I may." He had in the plane. It was us. It was wonderful. The fami
Memory works something like all that~a delicate
bedroom eyes. Between the sheets. He flashed his ly gave up.
turning kaleidoscope, an artesian spring, a dia
Ipana smile. He wore a diamond ring on his left
We all laughed, whooped, slapped each others'
mond, the old coin, the rose you much feel to
pinky. You could call him a dandy, but we all en shoulders. Cursed about our bad luck. Adjusted
know, some synthesis of all these. Thrusting my
vied him because he was "probably" making out our unmentionables again. "Let's go to Brownie's
fingers of recollection now into the past leads me to
with some of "our" sweeties. And he was an old and get a beer." "Hey, let's ask Connie Jargon to
pull out the green and golden Spring of 1949 at
guy too, could talk special to them. He was oh, go. That girl could drink old 'Scabbo' under the
Armstrong Junior College
around 26 maybe 30; we hated him, envied him. We table. She drank McDonald and O'Hare and Tunno
were relieved that he and another faculty member
AWAY last weekend down at the Rail." We went
The event had happened earlier, maybe the
were lovers. We hoped he'd get in trouble, but we on down to Brownie's and had a beer; Champagne
previous summer, maybe. But spring brought it
back because tbe juices begin in tbe spring. And one
knew he wouldn't.
Velvet was my favorite. The azaleas were blooming.
way to help the juicing is to tell a story ofrromance,
He and Tondy Schwarzkopf were meeting We had a softball game that afternoon. We were
amplified as necessary by the second or fifth or
secretly for lunch. They had been seen on several planning dates for Friday and Saturday, maybe go
fifieth teller, none of whom had any inkling that
occasions cow-eyeing each other in blissful inter- to the beach all day Saturday and come back for a
they were making legends as they touched up the
digitation as they glided mystically thru the park. 50c movie at the Lucas. "One Touch of Venus"
events to suit the moment. This one was particularly
They were always nuzzling each other in some dark with the voluptuous Ava Gardner was playing. I
delicious because it involved two faculty members,
corner of Reimler's or Harris's nightclubs. He was planning a date with Joan Limpley. She had
and it sounded like something out of F. Scott Fit
drank martinis with three olives. She sipped a torn this white two-piece Jantzen, and all that long black
zgerald. Zelda and Scott would have loved it.
collins. They both smoked Pall Malls—and they are hair. Who knows? It was spring and dreams. It was
Bert "Watashi" Jones, Bob "Reindeer"
mild—from those bright red packs. He had a sterl 1949 at old Gaston Street U. That's when Arm
Gunn, Charlie "Gump" Warner, Johnny "Haring silver lighter (Ronson) with a crest on it—a strong actually had marble heights.
drock" Hires, "Beak" Keller and a few others like powder blue dragon with a carmine tongue flashing
that were shuffling around the front of the Arm on a yellow background. He smoked in class. We
PS: They got married and have stayed that
way.
strong building around lunch time. Archie Whit couldn't. He could.
—itutstLK 1 STROZIER
They cuddled in the movies. They were caught
field was probably there, making wisecracks, Mark
Steadman, the novelist (McAfee County, The
Lion's Share), was quietly listening. Some girls
OPEN AUDITIONS*
sashayed past. In their earshot a few jokingly sug
for
gestive, but not raunchy, remarks were made. The
ARTA: Actor's Repertory Theatre at Armstrong
girls, demure and coy in their ruffled blouses and
penny loafers, maybe saddle oxfords and white
socks, tittered and flirted back in innocent sugARTA pays tribute to Edward Albee
gestiveness. After they swished away-we see a "a
Three of the following plays will be selected/cast/produced:
wild civility" in their "brave" vibrations~a few
pointedly biological preferences are exchanged and
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf, A Delicate Balance, All Over,Sea Scape,
everyone passed eye to eye the knowledge of yearn
Lady from DuBuque, Tiny Alice
ing and dreams. Someone pretends to climb a tree.
"Hey, let's put Duck-butt's little car (a VW) up on
Copies of the scripts will be available in Lane Library
the sidewalk." "O.K., but be careful. Don't shake
the flint loose." Everybody laughs. Duck Baker
Monday Eve at 7:30
pretends not to like the idea, but he is out
June 17, 1985
numbered. Hardrock Hires-6'4", 260, with a big
The Playhouse in Jenkins Hall
belly so hard you could hit him tight-fisted with all
your might and he wouldn't even flinch, and not
only that, Irwin Shook was reputed to have broken
Alternating productions schedul ed
his wrist—and I get on the back. Bob Gunn, too.
for the month of July
Others gathered aroung and we picked up the VW
up and put it on the sidewalk. Freud might call it
For information call: John Suchower 927-5354
sublimation.
But actually it was stimulation. Everyone had a
*Community/college participation: all invited!
few drops of sweat. A little crowd had gathered to
*Students
(undergraduate and graduate) may sign up for college credit:
watch our feat. Some girls. SOME girls. We drifted
Drama
Workshop.
over to Forsyth Park-bantering, jiving, testing
each others lewdness and masculinity with our
romantic fantasies and plans, and gestures.
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Alpha Gamma
Delta
Alpha Gams have really been enjoying the
summer weather. Geralyn Kass, Bonnie Alexander,
Katherine Nahay, Robin Hughes, Melissa Brown,
and Kim Rossler took full advantage of the
gorgeous outdoors by venturing on a thirty mile
hiking trek on the Appalachian Trail with the
ROTC class—"Basic Survival." The girls left on
Thursday, May 16th, along with their fearless
leader, Captain Gahagan, and the rest of the "Sur
vival" group. Skills learned in class were used. This
wild a nd crazy trip ended Sunday, May 19th with
the girls completely exhausted but full of many unforgetable memories!
Summer weather has also aroused some date
changes—wedding plans that is! Remember the
September 6, 1986 wedding date of pledge Bonnie
Alexander and soccer "jock" Mark Dempsey? It's
been changed! Yep! To March 1, 1986. Alpha
Gams are looking forward to a Spring Wedding
(Ten months isn't too far away!)
After celebrating their 15th Birthday, the
Gamma Rho chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta will
be celebrating the birthday of the founding of
Alpha Gamma Delta at Syracuse University on May
30th.
Happy 81st Birthday Alpha Gam!
Alpha Gams are still preparing for Formal
Rush this upcoming September. The girls have been

meeting weekly to practice skit and other RUSH
related workshops
Alpha Gams are also planning a Spring
Awards Banquet. The banquet will be held on May
31st at the Marshwood Country Club at the
Landings on Skidaway Island. At the banquet, the
girls will receive special recognition awards. As well
as funny awards.
The girls are also planning a "Spring Fling" at
Sharon Stout's home on June 1st. The girls hope to
have a fantastic time swimming, sunning, and
"funning."
—ALPHA GAM ANNIE

Phi Mu
Phi Mu wishes to begin this article by exten
ding a warm welcome to our newly initiated sisters
consisting of: Melanie Leopold, Cherly Priester and
Michelle Russell. After initiation a poolside party
was given for the new girls at Shane Ennis' house.
Shane's dad cooked up some real yummy burgers
and her mom worked equally hard to make the par
ty a success. Everyone had a great time. A special
thanks goes out to Shane and her gracious parents
for allowing us to have the party.
Recognition is also in order for Phi Mu, Angie
Porzio. Angie was recently elected as the new presi
dent of SGA. Angie has contributed a lot of time
and effort to Phi Mu over the years and we're sure
that she will do her best to fulfill all of her new
duties as president. We are proud of Angie and we
hope that she will have a very rewarding and pro
ductive year.
Everyone is looking forward to having a good
time at the Carnation Ball. If everything goes as
planned, the night should be very special. A lot of
planning and preparation went into this dance.
Everyone who helped with the Ball or at least of
fered to help, can pat themselves on the back.
Our birthday girls for this paper are: Leigh
Strickland , 5-23; and Pam Wilson, 5-27. We wish
both of these girls a very HAPPY BIRHTDAY.
P.M. Scoop

New Dorm Ground Broken

A three-building complex which will house
nearly 200 Armstrong State College students in
September of this year is now officially under con
struction. Groundbreaking took place Tuesday,
May 21, 1985 with Robert A. Burnett, president of
the college, and Murray S. Marshall, president of
Atlantic Investors Development Corp., turning the
first shovels of dirt.
Dr. Burnett marked the occasion as a highlight
of Armstrong's 50th anniversary year saying, "We
feel that the change of Armstrong's status from a
non-residential to a residential campus will be well
received by prospective students throughout
Georgia and the Southeast. Savannah has so much
to offer students to complement Armstrong's
academic strengths. We're optimistic that this
residence center will allow us to offer students from
a wider range the opportunity to live and study at
Armstrong. It will also allow us to fulfill our man
date to serve as a regional health professions educa
tion center and will give us the housing facilities
needed to offer diverse, concentrated programs
throughout the summer quarter.
The residence center will feature 2-bedroom
townhouse style suites. Each will house four
students and will include a living/study area. Access
to the complex, though built on private land, will be
exclusively via the campus. The complex can be ex
panded to 10 buildings which would house 640
students.
Also present at the ceremony was David Faulk,
vice-president of the Student Government Associa
tion, who said "I feel that it will pro vide an aspect
of growth to a much-needing and well- deserving
campus. Personally, I look forward to living in
them."

Patrick Cox of Counselling and Placement
who is now in charge of taking applications for
housing had this to say: "A lot of prospective
students have called inquiring about the housing.
To many of them, it will be the deciding factor on
whether or not to attend Armstrong. This large
response has really been a pleasant surprise.
Success of the dormitory project will be deter
mined on a percentage-occupancy basis. "If we get
an 85% or greater occupancy, things will look very
strong," Cox said.
Marshall indicated that the success of this ven
ture rests to a great extent on the interest of lender
Raddie Zittrouer, formerly with Bankers First
Federal Savings and Loan Association in Savannah

and now with the same firm in Augusta. Other par
ticipating Savannah firms cited by Marshall includ
ed Paul Hansen, architect; John S. Kern, consulting
engineer; W.C. Carson Construction Co.; and Ron
Ginsberq, Friedman, Haslam & Weiner, attorney.
The 1.5 million dollar construction project is
slated for completion prior to the opening of Fal l
Quarter on September 19, 1985.
Anyone interested in obtaining dormitory
housing for the 1985-86 school year should see Pat
Cox in Counselling and Placement to fill out an ap
plication.

—STAFF REPORTS
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INKWELL
AWARDS
. , ^ the infinite wisdom of the INKWELL staff and the in
debtedness to those who have blessed the paper and its staff with
their incredible feats of phantasmagoria, we, the staff members of
the above-mentioned, wish to confer upon those most deserving individuals the 1984-85 INKWELL AWARDS.
The Bruce Sutter Relief Pitcher of the Year—This award goes to
the person who came in in the most dire of circumstances and saved
the day. We confer this award on Vicki Hill, who did some
emergency typesetting and probably missed her bus (we never did
find out). Thanks, Vicki.
The Errand Girl Award—goes to Michele O'Donnell. "I can't type
today. I've got to run some errands." Thanks, Michele.
The Dedication Award—goes to Paul Reiser. Enough said.
Proofreader of the Year—This one was a real toss-up between Barny L. Smith and Marius Ruja, but Marius won out with his work
on "February is Black History Month."
Layout Artist of the Year—is the award we give to the person who
has done the best job of arranging the articles in the paper and what
pages go where. This one was clearly a walk-away. Desmond Jones
for his work on the January 25 issue. Congratulations, Des.
Most Misinformed Reporter of the Year—Desmond Jones for his
work(?) on "Birthday with the Boss."
Sportsyvriter of the Year—Mike Kilpatrick.
Best Fiction Work—Sean Reed for his
story of "The Adventures of Gurn
Blanston." Sean, you're a real brick.
Best Letter to the Editor—This was
another toughie. But, winning by a
nose (so to speak) is Roger Chatham
Richardson on the firing of Captain
Sandy.
Best Column—"The Thinker's Place"
by Bonnie Seeger. Yes, now you know
who the thinker is on this campus.

SALES PERSONS NEEDED
Fast growing company needs energetic sales people to
present a unique marketing and advertising concept to
individuals and businesses. High commissions. Only
serious need apply. Call 232-0711 Before 6:00 PM,
233-3407 after 6:00 PM.
V. I. P. MARKETING

More people have survived
cancer than now live in the
City of Los Angeles.
We are winning.
Please support the
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EDITOR AXES POPE

Ralph Pope—The Student's Friend. He's
gone.
Under pressure from his editor, members of
the college administration, and a small humorless
group of right-wing student extremists, Inkwell col
umnist Ralph Pope tendered his resignation last
Monday, May 13th, and boarded a Greyhound bus
back to his hometown of Pippa Passes, Kentucky.
"I never meant to hurt anybody's feelings,"
the misty-eyed Pope said as he slid his rucksack into
the baggage compartment of the bus. "I only
wanted to make friends." Then, solitary and
friendless, Pope boarded the coach and slipped into
a seat directly behind the driver. Moments later the
engine wheezed, coughed, growled.
And Ralph Pope disappeared into the night.
But a question remains: Who was Ralph Pope?
Well, for what it's worth, here are the facts, just the
facts.
Ralph Pope was the pen name of Paul E.
Reiser, a slim 21-year-old high school dropout
from Pippa Passes. Although a member of the
Inkwell staff since January, Paul was never enrolled
at Armstrong—a fact that Inkwell editor Peter
Clonts learned only last Friday, May 10th.
Living with his grandmother in Pooler and
working nights at a Minute Man service station,
Paul spent much of his free time doing what he did
best—trying to make friends. Distinctively dressed
in his customary bow tie and madras shirt, Paul
would sit in on classes, guzzle gallons of Mr. Pibb
in the cafeteria, jot down quotations from old
Reader's Digests in the library, and diligently re
spond to every one of the hundreds of letters that
crossed his desk during his five-month stay.
Little is known for certain about Paul's life
before his arrival in Savannah. However, according
to an acquaintance, Leanne Miklowicz, Paul was
reared by his father (alledged to have a drinking
problem) in the small farming community of Pippa
Passes, where he was forced to drop out of school
at age twelve to cook and clean for his younger

_
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brothers and sisters as well as till the rutabaga fields
and sell farm produce at a small roadside stand.
Heavily burdened by responsibilities at a tender
age, Paul quietly yearned for the simple pleasures
of youthful companionship—pleasures he had been
cruelly denied.
Apparently it was this desire for companion
ship that induced Paul to take a position as lovelorn
columnist for the Pippa Passes Eagle. It was there,
according to Ms. Miklowicz, that "Ralph Pope"
was born.
Why did he leave Kentucky? No one knows.
But leave he did, seeking refuge in his
grandmother's trailer as he sought friendship from
the Armstrong family.
Alas, the friendship was not returned, despite
Ralph's heroic, near maniacal efforts to breed good
will.
So who was Ralph Pope? We must turn to his
columns for the real answer.
Ralph Pope was the students' friend.
Remember the 600-word double-spaced report he
wrote for "Velvet" Jameson on the subject of
phallic symbols in Hamlet? That was Ralph Pope.
Remember the scuffle with TV sportscaster Gary.
Apple in the Armstrong gym? That was Ralph
Pope. Remember his reminder to President
Brunette that "you can't squeeze blood from a
stone"? That was Ralph Pope. Remember the
beating he took from Mr. Frank Kunkel? That was
Ralph Pope, the students' friend.
So why was the students' friend so
unceremoniously dumped? Why, in particular, did
Inkwell editor Clonts so hearily encourage Ralph's

"Look," Clonts said defensively, "I've caught
a lot of grief about Ralph. There are pre-med
students out there trying to kill me."
But even the hard-boiled Clonts, cynical old
newspaperman that he is, revealed a hint of emo
tion, a trace of remorse, as he murmured, "I miss
the S.O.B. I miss him bad. If he were here now, I'd
say, 'Let's try to work this out, Ralph. I don't know
if we can, but let's try."'
It's the old story: you don't know what you got
till he's gone.
Where are Ralph's good buddies now?
Where's Esmerelda Crunt, Heckel Hickox, Judy
Thieman, and C. Laura Form? Where's "Velvet"
Jameson and where's Professor Bertis Bugtussle?
And, above all, where is that would-be famous
"RITTER"—Barny Levicticus Smith?
Wherever they are now, they were not there
last Monday evening when Ralph Pope (a.k.a. Paul
E. Reiser) needed friends as much as they ever
needed him. But I was there. And, as Ralph took
his seat behind the stone-deaf driver of that fecalsmelling Greyhound bus, I heard him murmur, as if
in a trance, "Remember, always remember, to
work hard, get some exercise, and try to make
friends. Surely time will h eal all wounds."
And surely many members of the Armstrong
family must now be echoing the words of student
Sandra Harris-Taylor. "I wish I could have known
him in that oh-so-special way."
Oh, Ralph, we hardly knew you. As the bus
doors shut tight on him, I found myself talk ing to
the wind. "Ralph," I whispered, "you're a real
brick."

"He lied to me about being a student," was
Clonts's lame excuse. "I had to let him go. It was
hard, but I had no choice."
Clonts refused to respond to the charge that he
had used Ralph as a scapegoat—a way to take some
of the heat off him for the Springsteen fiasco and
his nasty anti-administration editorial in the last
issue of the paper.

So he's gone—OUT WgYvt vn th e datVtness, out
bridge over troubled waters. But even now, despite
all the miles between us, I think of Ralph when I'm
down and troubled and need a helping hand. We all
think of you, Ralph. Happy trails, old R.P. May
the roads rise to meet you. May the wind be always
at your back. And may you find true friendship at
last.

resignation?

Dear Dr. B u r n e t t ,
Maybe y o u h a v e heard o f me.
I am kn own a s "Ralph P o p e " ,
an e x - c o l u m n i s t on The I n k w e l l . I am w r i t i n g t o a p o l o g i z e f o r
e m b a r r a s s i n g y o u o r anybody e l s e h e r e a t Armstrong . You s e e ,
I am n o t a s t u d e n t h e r e ( h e c k , I n e v e r e v e n g o t through h i g h
s c h o o l ) b u t I g o t t h i s j o b on The Inkwel l i n January a s a way
o f g e t t i n g t o know p e o p l e . ( I m o v e d ' t o Savannah from Kentuck y
t o l i v e w i t h my grandmoth er)
I n e v e r meant t o h u r t a n y b o d y s ' f e e l i n g s b u t I g u e s s I s u r e
m e s s e d up. I g o t a l o t o f l e t t e r s f o r my colu mn s o I t h o u g h t I
was d o i n g okay -bu t P e t e r C l o n t s (my e d i t o r ) s a y s I h a v e made a
l o t o f p e o p l e mad. I d o n ' t know what happened. I g u e s s some
p e o p l e were p l a y i n g j o k e s w i t h me. L i k e t h a t Bruce S p r i n g s t e e n
rumor--boy was I a s u c k e r ! I g o t t h a t s t o r y i n t o t h e p a p e r and
i t g o t way o u t o f hand!
Anyway, I am g o i n g back home s o I'm n o t g o i n g t o c a us e any
more t r o u b l e around h e r e . I r e a l l y l i k e Armstrong and I met some
r e a l l y n i c e f o l k s w h i l e I was h e r e and I ' l l a l w a y s remember t h e
t i m e I was t h e s t u d e n t s ' f r i e n d . I'm s o r r y . I hope y o u a r e n o t
angry.
Sincerely Yours,

-J O

Paul R e i s e r
(Ralph Pope)

"Ralph told me to tell you that'even though I
am far away, even though the distance is great,
always remember that like the doors of this bus, I,
too, am also open to let friends come
along. "'—The Editor
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"A gem of beauty in a golden setting of tradi
tion."
How beautifully and appropriately has one
person described this lovely mansion which is now
serving as a junior college. The hurried, imperative
steps of youth and bright, happy noises echo
through the dignified building, modeled on the lines
of the Italian Renaissance architecture. It is as if
some coldly aloof statue had suddenly been
humanized by the warmth and friendly touch of
youth. The mansion, transformed by the efforts
and dreams of Savannahians into the Junior Col
lege, seems to have settled back comfortably in
relaxation from the rigidity of loneliness, to sit by
and watch the youngsters grow. Always will we
regard this lovely background more as a kindly, in
terested mother than as simply a building without
feeling. In truth she is an Alma Mater, revered and
loved already by the aspiring youth of this com
munity.
On every hand and casual glance of the eye
there is some work of art to marvel at: some
delicatelf wrought item vouches for the skill and
mastery of the architect. Every room, every stair,
each balustrade, even the gorgeous chandelier has
its own story to tell. To speculate only on the dif
ferent forms of these magnificent parts would make
a fascinating study.
The building itself is a three story marble-faced
brick structure overlooking a picturesque lawn
which is enclosed by a wrought-iron fence. A wide
terrace, curving off on the left side into a Gazebo,
adds much to the exterior view of the mansion.
Two shallow flights of stairs of Stone Mountain
granite lead to the front door which also shares a
distinctive part in the mansion's miraculous and
fairy tale history. This door, a masterpiece of ex
quisite bronze work, at one time received first prize
in an architect's exhibit at New York. It is
estimated that the door was moulded at the trifling
cost of only about $10,000. (Yes, Sonny, enough of
the what-it-takes to buy you all the slot machines
you want, with a few whistles thrown in for good
luck or something.)
As we enter this palace-like domain with eyes
almost popping out to take in every beauty, a
spacious marble hall welcomes us like the sweeping,
dignified bow of those courteous gentlemen of the
old Southern aristocracy. This hall is the center of
the entire structure and will be used as the reception
room of the college.
You say you want to know where the cog of the
wheel is. Ah, we knew just what you meant. Dean
Lowe's office, of course. It's a funny thing, but
you know that office is the most popular spot in the
college. People are continually filing in and out,
especially certain young people, because the Dean is
such an understanding person. Everybody feels the
need of a nice long chat with the Dean to start a
bright day off right. The Dean's room was former
ly the Armstrongs' dining room where most likely
the golden rule "eat, drink and be merry" prevail
ed. However, just the "merry" remains today for,
after all, how could a Dean be a Dean amidst a lot
of dirty dishes? Summoning up our architectural
seriousness, let's see just what this all-important
room is like. It is designed after the Georgian
period and is still vividly reminiscent of the quiet
dignity of that time. Walls of hand-carved wood,
depicting floral bouquets of ancient times, form an
interesting background. A colorful painting by an
English artist, who evidently knew the real meaning
of art, hangs over the mantel creating a setting of
impressive beauty. Wise judgement has been used
in selecting furnishings for this office for the fur
niture has not upset or distorted the atmosphere,
but has rather enhanced it. There are few pieces of
furniture, since paucity seems more adequate for

^

this individual room, and they harmonize with their
surroundings in both simplicity and color.
Now for the library, and speak softly, for you
are now entering the world which is somehow the
dearest and most revered of every student. Go
quietly to your right and behold our treasure house!
Only one word suffices to describe this place with
any attempt at accuracy-it is mellow. The honeycolored brown of the floors, the desks, the fur
nishings, the book-shelves-all seem to blend into
each other with mellowness. Three rooms, adjoin
ing each to each and modeled of the Georgian
period, make up the library which at one time
echoed the strains of lovely music of the best sort.
Wouldn't it be interesting if we could reproduce a
concert that took place here? Most likely, talented
performers rendered their selections to an ap
preciative audience since radios and jazz were
boons (or pests?) yet to be born. As a whole the
three rooms, two used as study rooms and the other
as the real library for books, magazines, and Mrs.
Miller, present a cheery aspect and an inviting nook
in which to study.
There is the Jacobean room on the first floor
which is

Today the Inkwell of Armstrong Junior Col
lege wishes to pay homage and esteem to a citizen
who, by his every deed and kindly spirit, has proven
himself worthy of a place among the Immortal of
Savannah. He is our beloved Mayor, Thomas
Gamble, whose familiar figure is often seen stroll
ing with an unassuming air through the marble halls
of the college.
Little did anyone dream that the idea of a real
junior college in Savannah would materialize.
For years there were discussions on the erection
of a higher institution of learning for the youth of
the city. Meetings were held, plans were drawn up,
articles were written in the newspapers, but it was
not until Mayor Gamble became interested in the
movement and lent his hearty support that Savan
nah's hopes began to transform from the chimeric
to the realistic. It was Thomas Gamble who kept
the spark of enthusiasm burning, and finally with
his acceptance of Mrs. L. M. C. Moltz's generous
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classrooms on the two floors above, each an inspir
ing atmosphere in which to linger. There is the
recreation room on the third floor and also the
publication office. The various offices of the pro
fessors are located on the second and third floors.
There is the quaint, old English style grill room in
the basement which is now serving as a dandy club
room. There are the huge, magnificent kitchens
soon to be converted into a brance of the Home
Economics Department. There are . . . there are ..
. oh, why not look around the college yourself?
Even if ten books were written on a description
alone of the college, many important features
would be omitted. It is something you will have to
see in order to catch every detail and every detail is
worth catching.
There is no place more inspiring to those within
its folds. It is ideally situated near a lovely park and
is convenient in any consideration. As the years go
by, it will be our proud aim to enumerate its
beautiful features then as now. If it be within our
power, no destructive element will creep in. For as
this unusually beautiful domain tends to our minds
and spirits so shall we tend to its body. It shall
always say of itself, "A thing of beauty is a joy
forever."

contribution, her beautiful home, as the site for the
college, he made the future golden for hundreds of
young men and women.
To Mayor Gamble, our gratitude is boundless,
and we commemorate the important role that he
played in the establishment of the Armstrong
Junior College.
a memorial to ourselves
The building of the Armstrong Junior College
is reputed to be the finest one in the United States
and its beauty should be preserved in all its
grandeur. We have the honor of being the first
students of the college and, for the benefit of future
students, it is our duty to take care of this unselfish
and wonderful gift. So let's all watch our acts very
carefully so that when we must leave this handsome
school, we can look back and remember that we
have done out part to preserve this school as a living
memorial to an outstanding citizen.
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Goes

With America's eye sharply focused on the
fighting in the Pacific, the moving of American
troops to the West Coast caused the Armstrong
students to ask one another, "What will you do?
How long do you think the war will last?"
Seven out of thirteen boys questioned declared
that they preferred to enter the air corps if it should
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War

Christmas: Vintage
.

.
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Now is the time to start thinking
pressing subject—Christmas. Of course, it's hard to
stop wondering about the war, but just try to put
that in the back part of your head for the time be
ing. This year, naturally, gifts will be inexpensive,
but that is no reason why they should not be
original. Remember, it is the thought that counts!
So think before you dash in to buy that present.
At the top of every list is a big "For me" and
then gradually getting down to "the one and only
and then the members of one's family and friends.
These suggestions should help yuo choose
something for each one.
One thing that is essential for a dancing date is
a corsage. They also look wonderful on that new
Christmas dress; so don't forget to send you date
one for the big occasion. Richardson's or Paul's
will be glad to help you decide about the kind and
price.
Don't you know that a picture is one of the
best things to give? (No propaganda intended for
theGeechee!) The one that gets it will be truly pro
ud to have it for Foltz and Photocraft can and will
flatter you if necessary.
Fine's hs just gotten in a new order of
"teething ring" beads. They are large wooden

1940

as to the cause of the Japanese attack. Some believe
that it is the result of German pressure. Others feel
that Japan, in order to further her imperialistic
desires, was forced to fight an economic war.
Many believe that the United States will declare
war on Germany and Italy soon if it has not already
done so by the time the Inkwell is pu blished.
A survey has also been made of the war oc
cupations the girls would choose, should such
measures be necessary. The following results are:
Air-raid wardens: Martha Williams, Betty
Morgan, Harriet Yager, and Barbara Hamilton;
Ambulance drivers: Gloria Kicklighter, Dot Finch,
Agnes Fueger, Ethel Hill, Mickey Dooley, and
Mary Ann Suddath. Mickey would like to have the
job of kissing the boys good-bye as a side line.
Mary Ann plans to write letters to cheer the boys.
Mary Oppenheimer said that she would like to be an
ambulance driver and go to school in her share
moments.
Jean Dukes, Rosetta Davis and
Elizabeth Weitz are willing to roll bandages for the
Red Cross. Others who chose Red Cross work are
Grace Walton and Madaline Manson. Julia Storer,
in spite of a weak stomach, is willing t o give first
be necessary for them to enlist. All boys interview aid. Winifred Fulghun would like to do canteen
ed said that they were not planning to enlist im work. After careful consideration, Maud West
mediately. Eleven stated that if they entered the decided she, too, would like to hand out food. Billy
service they would like to complete their education Helmey wants to drive in a convoy ambulance.
Miss Mayo thinks it would be fun to drive an am
upon their return, if the war didn't last too long.
Guesses as to the length of the war ranged from five bulance. She would also be willing to knit, if she
months to ten years. Two main opinions were given knew how, and to give first aid.

.
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beads
in all pastel shades for
only
just the thing to shew on in these days and will save
a lot of wear and tear on the fingernails.
With the nerves on edge some people feel that a
cigarette is the only thing that will ca lm them, so
why not give them the new "Smok-A-Pack"
cigarette case that holds a pack. It is of genuine
leather in all shades. There is a little slide botton on
top that lets the cigarette out, thus keeping your
pocket or pocketbook free from tobacco. Only
$1.00 at Adler's.
At the Men's Quality Shop we found a very
novel item in pajamas that can be used for bed,
lounging, and beach wear. They come in many col
or combinations and are known as "The Pajamas
that won't stay-in bed." Only $2.50.
*
Kerchiefs have just about taken the place of
hats for informal occasions. Minkavitz has a
wonderful display of white spun rayon kerchiefs
with huge flowers throughout. They're really goodlooking and the price is only 25'.
If the soap is always getting away in the bath,
Penny's has just the thing to remedy this: a "Bath
Beill." It is a large ball of soap with soft white rope
through the middle to hang around your neck. This
comes in castile for 49c.

t Exams

As the results of the physical examinations
conducted at the beginning of the school term are
being tabulated, Professor W. S. Boyd announced
to The Inkwell the general trend indicates good
health among the student body. Mr. Boyd and Dr.
V. H . Bassett, City Health Officer, were in charge
of t he examinations.
.
Mr. Boyd hopes the students will co-operate in
regard to the health program so that any defects
may be c orrected immediately.
He declared he was delighted to find so few ir
regularities in health. Any irregularity will be

disclosed to the individual concerned, Mr. Boyd
stated.
The physical examinations are the beginning of
an extensive health program. The exams will be
followed up with further checks and recommenda
tions in order to improve individual health.
The college recognizes that health is one of the
most important aspects of life and is, therefore,
stressing it greatly, Mr. Boyd said.

For al
all the rushing that's going to be done dur
ing the holidays, any girl will welcome the set of
Quick Change Lipstick tht is at Stanley Jewelers.
There are three different shades in a container that
can be slipped into a belt or jacket. This is around
$1.25.
Raskin's is featuring fuzzy bedroom slippers as
gifts. They're just the thing to keep your feet warm
on these cold mornings. They can be had in lamb's
wool for $1.98 and in chenille for $1.49.
Desbouillans has a supply of slave bracelets in
both gold and silver priced from $1.98 up. They are
very flattering and something every girl wants.
Boys—here's your chance! At Penny's, shaving kits
take up a large part of the display. They are of geniune split leather for $1.98 and up. Since the
defense tax has proved the fact that shaving is a
necessity and not a luxury, a kit must be a part of
the necessary equipment.
With so many things "glaring up" at us it was
hard to decide just what to stress. So, if the se sug
gestions just go over your head, why not dash down
to the stores of our advertisers and select your gifts.
Go now before everything is pic ked over.
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ARMSTRONG STA TE
COLLEGE
founded 1935
DIPLOMA

January 1, 1959—Armstrong
became a two-year unit of the
University System of Georgia
under the control of the Board
of Regents, then known as the
University Regents Board

1962—Mills B. Lane purchased
over two-hundred acres for a
new campus on Abercorn where
the college remains today. Con
struction began almost immediatly for the proposed 5
building layout

1964—ASC became a fouryear unit of the University
System of Georgia, able to of
fer the degrees of Bachelorof
Arts, Science or Administration
December,
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Ernest A Lowe
1935-1941
J. Thomas Askew
1941-1943
Foreman M. Hawes..1943-1964
Henry L. Ashmore...1964-1982
Robert A. Burnett....1982-1984
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1968—ASC became accredited
as a senior college by the
Southern Association of Col
leges

1965—ASC moved from the
downtown campus to the pre
sent campus, occupying only 5
buildings: Administration,
Gamble Hall, Science (Hawes)
Hall,

I
J

•

1965Population
338
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A total of 388 students had registered at Arm
strong by Tuesday afternoon, according to records
in the business office.
The nearly four hundred students signed up for
a variety of courses, with pre-med, pre-engineering,
and commercial programs proving extremely
popular.
This information came from Mr.
Gignilliat, registrar.
Broken down, the registration figure includes
29 nurses from the Warren A. Candler Hospital
School of nursing, who take English and sciences at
Armstrong, and 50 veterans studying under the G.I.
bill. The G.I. bill this year accounts for the smallest
percentage of students since the war ended. This is
a national trend since most veterans going to college
have already completed their first two years, it was
pointed out.
Men and women students are about evenly
divided, it is believed, although no breakdown has
been made in this category. This too is an innova
tion, since last year men outnumbered the girls
about two to one.

Dorms
Approved

1935

1966

The auditorium, which Armstrong Junior Col
lege will gain by the success of the bond issue, will
be built in back of the main building, and face
Gaston street.
It is to be a two-story structure, the top floor
being used for the auditorium proper. It will seat
500 people, and have a stage and dressing rooms.
The first floor will be given to class rooms and
contain space for the offices of two professors.
After a time, it is planned to put in temporary parti
tions and make this floor into a gymnasium.
The cost of the edifice is estimated to be about
$60,000. Plans for the designing are in the hands of
Henrik Wallin, and the architecture will be finished
in the same fashion as the main building.
When asked his opinion, Dean Lowe replied,
"I am delighted at the prospect of getting addi
tional facilities, as the college needs them badly."

The administration, faculty, and students have
long anticipated a decision concerning dormitory
here at Armstrong. Last December the Board of
Regents met in Atlanta, and ruled out the proposal
that A.S.C. take over facilities at Hunter Air Force
Base. The Board's refusal was probably due to the
fact that the students would have to travel several
miles to and from school every day. It was also
mentioned that a great expense would be involved
in remodeling the barracks.
However, because this refusal has been made
definite, it seems assured that construction of
private dorms will begin. Brooks Willis, president
of the Savannah Realty Company commented that
construction can begin as soon as the decision is
confirmed by the Board of Regents. Willis has been
holding a site on Abercorn Extension for location
of the dorms.
Willis also stated that if this proposal is con
firmed construction will begin immediately. He
hopes to have the first portion of the dorms, 150
beds, completed by the September registration.

Auditorium
Donated

"Chemical Properties of Wo

The element called Woman is a member of
the human family and has been assigned the
Chemical symbol: Wo. The accepted atomic
weight is 120, although a number of isotopes
have been identified having weights ranging from
95 to 400.
Occurrence:
It is abundant in nature; found both free
and combined, usually associated with man.
That found in the U.S. is preferable.
Physical Properties:
A number of allotropic forms have been
observed. Their density, transparency, hardness,
color, boiling points vary within wide limits. The
color exhibited by many specimen is a surface
phenomenon and is usually due to more or less
closely-adhering powder. It has been found that
an unpolished speciman tends to turn green in
the presence of a highly polished one. The boil
ing point for some varities is quite low, while
others are likely to freeze at any moment. All
varities melt under proper treatment. The taste
varies from sweet to very bitter depending upon
environment and treatment.
Chemical Properties:
Absorbs, without dissolving in, a number of
liquids, the activity being greatly incrfeased by
alcohol. Absorbs seemingly unlimited quantities
of expensive foods. Some varities catalyze this
food into fat in accordance with the formula PVRT. Many naturally occuring varities of Wo are
highly magnetic; in general the magnetism varies
inversely with the density and size, directly with
the square of the valence, and inversely with the
cube of the age. Some varities tend to form
Anne-ions; others Cat-ions. The ionic migrations
vary widely. All varieties exhibit great affinity
for Ag, Au, Pt., and for precious stones in both
chain and ring structures. The valence toward
these substances is high and the study is com
plicated by the fact that the residual valence is
never satisfied. Many stable and unstable unions
have been described. Some varieties, being highly

explosive, are exceedingly dangerous in ex
perienced hands. In general they tend to explode
spontaneously when left alone temporarily by
man. The application of pressure to different
specimens of Wo produced such a variety of
results as to defy the principle of LeChatelier.
Uses:
Highly ornamental. Wide application in the

Office .if
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arts and domestic sciences. Acts as a positive or
negative catalyst in the production of fever, as
the case may be. Useful as a tonic in the alleveation of sickness, low s; trits, etc. Efficient as a
cleaning agent. Equali res the distribution ' of
wealth. Is probably the most powerful (income)
reducing agent known.
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12, 1965

Mr. Lake 3. ;.C.lt
President., Student Body
Armstrong State College
Savannah, Georgia
Dear Mr, Lakb;

-

I nr. va been o - t or th e C apito l fo r qui
a
w,,ile and, as you know, have j us t returned from Vi«sc
Nam.
I know thac ycu wi; ^ inculge me, th er efor e , f or
r.ot having written you be ore now.

I have read re ently of the pe t i ti on which
Armstrong College st udents nave sign^ . in sjppo,.
of
America's participation
Viet Nir,, ana I want to
extend to each of you Georgia's appr ec iation for y b -i r
fine efforts.
The members of our Armed Forces in Vit-.t :,a..
are serving our Nation wit h honor and _ di s ti n ct !
. .is
guardians and protectors of our Country's f reedc., they
are rendering a great and personal s ac ri f i c e s o that we
a t home might have a l i f e of peace.
The great concern of Armstrong's students indi
cat es not only your feel i ng s as res po nsible you:
:icizens but i t a lso as sure s o_.r Sta te of future responsib le
lea de rs.
I hope you wiK cal
you or the Co lle ge in any v.ay

*henevc*j

Since

y
' fiOuJZ:.
vovernor
A

1

Here lie s the front y g e
of the la st Inkwell,
Announcing electi on news
that no one could tell .
It hit the stands one
early morn,
And our Editors wished
they hadn't been born.
The printing mach ine
we h ave to tharkc
It turned out the front png<co mp letely blank.

1935

student/ Administration
Cooperation
.

1

A new academic year is beginning at Arm
strong. We at the Inkwell hope it portends well for
student-Administration relations. We look forward
to a new year of mutual co-operation between the
student body and the Administration.
In the past these relations have been shaky; if
not almost non-existent. Now is the time when co
operation is needed to build a foundation of solid
Administration-student contact.
Last year there were misunderstandings on
both sides. The Administration failed to unders
tand the students' wishes for a cigarette machine
and the relationship between them fell apart.
However, the students too failed to understand
something. The reason for the Administration's
unpopular stand was concern for the welfare of the
student body.
Though the peoplq in the front office may not
always be right, they are always concerned with the
good of the student body. These people. . .not
they, people. . .are concerned with your welfare.
Their decisions are made with your good in mind.
The inhabitants of that red brick building are
responsible for you and your actions while you are
an Armstrong student. You, in turn, have a respon
sibility toward the Administration. This respon
sibility may well be harder to handle than that of
the Administration.
You have the responsibility to do your best and
to co-operate with the student government and Ad
ministration. This, co-operation is difficult because
you are at a time when you want to rebel and ques
tion authority. However, when you rebel and ques
tion give the Administration a chance to answer
you. Try to be objective with them and meet them
half way. Try to remember that you and your Ad
ministration have your welfare as a goal.
A standard student complaint is, "The Ad
ministration seems unapproachable." This com
plaint is totally unfounded. The people in the Ad-

963
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ministration are ready and willing to see you if you
desire it.
Both you and the Administration need to learn
more tolerance. The "oldergeneration of people
in the Administration Buildiing will have to think
more about the gap that exists between themselves
and the students. The Administration will have to
be more tolerant of the students' desires and willing
to listen to their problems with fair and open minds.
You the students will have to realize that the
difference in age also indicates greater maturity and
over-all adjustment than you possess. You should
be prepared to listen fairly and openly to the. Ad
ministration.
In order to listen to the Administration you
will have to control your rebellious feelings.
However, if you feel, after due consideration, that
you have not been treated fairly you should use
your rights of protest accordingly.
Your right to dissent does not give you the
right to destroy, yet there are among you those in

tolerant students who cannot control themselves.
These are the venomous, fanatical haters of all
authority. This vicious minority can do more harm
to an academic institution than any other group.
These people are the destroyers of student spirit.
They hide in the darkness of themselves until so
meone in authority errs. They then appear motormouths running down everything. These students
wreck the hope of a smoothly functioning studentAdministration relationship. Very often when a
satisfactory solution could have been reached these
hot-heads have destroyed all chances of agreement.
You new students are the hope of the college in
this new year. On you falls the burden of working
with the Administration for yourself and your
fellow students. Ignore the fanatics on both sides.
Have the courage to be fair and reasonable with the
Administration and you all will be rewarded. The
burden is yours. We at the Inkwell hope you carry
it well.

From 1935 to Forever...

The call of 1963 marks the opening of Arm
strong's Final year as a Junior College. Freshmen
entering in the fall of 1964 may become the first
four-year graduates of the New Armstrong—a
senior college of the University System of Georgia.
The elevation of Armstrong to the status of a
senior college brings to a close that phase of its
history as a Junior college which began with its
founding in 1935.
Thomas Gamble, mayor of Savannah in 1932
is credited with being the moving spirit behind the
founding of Armstrong College. Mayor Gamble
became interested in the junior college movement
and in 1935 announced plans to establish one in
Savannah; seven months later Armstrong opened
its doors to the first class of 185 students.
The gift of the magnificent Armstrong home
provided the initial housing for the new institution:
Ernest A. Lowe was appointed Dean, and later
president, of the college. In December of 1935
Foreman M. Hawes, now president of the college,
came to Armstrong to take charge of the chemistry
department.
Off a nd Running

The new college continued to grow at a rapid
rate. In November of 1935 it received a government
grant of $26,996 to match the sum of $33,000 voted
in a bond issu e by the city to build a much-needed

addition to house four classrooms and an
auditorium. This building, which adjoins the
original Armstrong Building was named Jenkins
Hall. In 1936, Mills B. Lane donated funds for the
purchase a new building to house an auditorium
complete with classrooms and stage. In February of
1937 the "Savannah Playhouse at Armstrong College"~forerunner of Savannah's Little Theatrepresented its first production and in June of 1937
the first class of 78 was graduated.
Through the following years Armstrong con
tinued to grow. In 1941 a new Science building, to
be named after Mayor Gamble, was authorized.
Mr. Lowe was succeeded as president by Thomas J.
Askew, Dean of Students, and in 1943, when
Askew left to go into the service, Mr. Hawes was
named acting president, and in 1943 became presi
dent.
The Old Dub House, now known as the Hunt
Building, which housed the snack bar and
bookstore was bought in 1945 for the use as a Home
Economics Building, and in 1954 Dr. Irving Victor,
long one of Armstrong's most devoted alumni,
declared in a public speech that he saw "Armstrong
as a four year college within ten years,"
Into A New Era

Following the Korean War Armstrong's
growth taxed the college's capacity to the utmost.
By 1957 enrollment had reached 1,267 and an addi
tion to the science building was voted by the Arm
strong College Commission. But the college was

getting too large to be supported by the city budget
and in 1959 Armstrong became a member of the
University System of Georgia, with financial sup
port shifted to the state. Consideration was im
mediately given to the desperately-needed expan
sion of facilities to house the 1800 students which
were expected by 1970. The Quattlebaum Building
on the corner of Gaston and Whitaker streets was
acquired as a start and turned into a language
laboratory for the teaching of French.
A number of plans for acquiring other proper
ty in the neighborhood groups. Fianlly, in 1963,
Mills B. Lane, speaking for the Lane Foundation,
offered to by 250 acres of land outside the city for a
new campus. Five months later a site of 230 acres
was agreed on in the Windsor Forest area and the
Board -of Regents of the University System
authorized Armstrong to proceed with the selection
of an archetect and the prepartation of preliminary
site plans and building design.
Horizons Unlimited

While this exciting work was in progress the
Board of Regents authorized Armstrong's elevation
to senior college status and the sum of two-and-aquarter million dollars was made available for the
construction of seven new buildings on the new
campus. The time table calls for Armstrong to
move to its new campus in the fall of 1965, to in
itiate the junior year of college in 1966 and the
senior year in 1967. Thus this first four year class
will graduate in June of 1968.
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RUFUS, WHAFS
A 'HOOKY*? MO M
SAID TO WATCH OUT
FOR ANY ONE WHO
CALLS ME A
'HOOKY'
$L-

iSlhfLFinfinn_fil
Dear Rocky:
Well, I guess our man Muhammed Ali really
made turkeys out of most of the countries
sportswriters. It seems as if Ali made like an
exorcist and beat the hell out of Foreman. But
no matter what the Ali critics say, it sure was
kind of him to solve Foreman's Halloween
disguise problem for him — George probably
went trick or treating as a giant welp. What did
you think of the fight Rocky?
Howard Cassell
Dear Mouth,
I had to admire George Foreman for his
strategy in the championship boat. It's rare that
you see a fighter stage a nonviolent sit-in. By
the way, the George Foreman boxing clinic has
been canceled.
Rocky
Dear Rocky:
In was in the administration building
yesterday to pieiegister and it really got me
down. The budding seemed so antiseptic, so
mundane, so totally devoid of life, almost like a
mortuary. I was wondering, is there really life
in the administration building?
Bill Cook
Dear Billie,
Not only is there fife, but it rivris-that of
Wilbur Mils. Just last Thursday a friend of
mine witnessed several of the Deans and
secretaries huddled hi die Registrar's office
around die coffee mffcfcw indulging hi a
gang-pok.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
A friend of mine told me that dating an
Alpha Gam was like riding a depth charge. What
did he mean by that?
Tom Hodges
Dear Tom,
-They both go down fast and end with a big
bang.
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
I'm a freshman here at Armstrong, and I'm
confused. I came here from the only wet
county in southwest Georgia and none of the
bars around Savannah seem like the ones
home. How do you seperate the men fr om the
boys at that funny little bar called "The
Basement?"
Pi Kappa Phi Pledge
Dear Sucker,
With a crowbar.

Rocky

Dear Rocky,
Who d o you think is benefitting most from
your column?
Silvia's Mutha
DearMut,
Column? Benefitting? Think? Who?
Rocky

by Garry Trude«u
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BOSS or No BOSS:
We busted out of class had to get
Away from those fools
We learned more from a three minute
Record than we ever learned in school.
Tonight I hear the neighborhood
drummer
Sound I can feel my heart begin to
pound
You say you're tired and you just want
To close your eyes and follow your
dream down. "
("No Surrender," Bruce Springsteen)
A lot of dreams being followed down this week
on campus. "Springsteen's coming, no crap."
"Yeah, but without the E Street Band. Why
bother, you know?" "But Springsteen's coming,
he's coming here, the BOSS . . .."
The rumor spreads across the Coastal Empire
like an oil slick, clogging brain cells and suffocating
common sense. "The BOSS is coming, the BOSS is
coming, the BOSS is coming . . .."
Phone lines are jammed at the Student Ac
tivities Office: "I need fifty tickets for my fraterni
ty." "Tell Bruce he can stay in my room when he
comes down." "Does he need a bass player?"
"Does he need a cheap date?"
And the constant refrain, thundering to the
rhythm of "I'm on Fire": "The BOSS is coming,
the BOSS is coming, the BOSS is coming . . .."
Sure. He's coming to help celebrate Arm
strong's 50th Birthday Party on Monday, May 27.
The BOSS is coming ....
And now think about it: how many of you
would have even considered coming to the party if
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We're just Dancing in the Dark

you hadn't heard rumors that the BOSS is also com
ing?
Let's face it. Would you come back out here
on a Monday evening (a school night, young 'uns)
for cake and balloons? For "lip-smacking snacks"
(as the party promo promises) or some darn
foolishness like the "octagon run"?
No. You probably wouldn't. You'd be think
ing "BORRRRING. This stuff sounds like a
Brownie fair or a Little League picnic." You'd pro
bably just as soon stay home and watch the Jeffersons. Suck a beer. Argue with the folks. Read TV
Guide. Listen to Springsteen:
I get up in the evening
And I ain't got nothing to say
I come home in the morning
I go to bed feeling the same way
I ain't nothing but tired
Man, I'm just tired and bored with
myself
("Dancing in the Dark," Bruce Spr
ingsteen)
I mean, who's going to show up to see a
MIME, for godsake?!?! I'll tell you. A phalanx of
maroon-jacketed administrators, a motley assort
ment of professors and their awkward mates, and
maybe a few dozen hyper-collegial students (Phi
Mu's, CHAOS leaders, the Inkwell staff). Big deal,
you figure. Might as well stay home dying for some
action.
But the BOSS is coming, the BOSS is coming,
the BOSS is coming. We're gonna dance in the
dark. We're gonna have a good time.
And here's the big secret, buddv: we don't

NROIC

need the BOSS to have a good time. We need one
another. That's all. These are the glory days if we
choose to enjoy them. Ralph told me that, and he
wasn't kidding.
Everything dies baby that's a fact
But maybe everything that dies some
day comes back
Put your make-up on fix your hair up
pretty and
meet me tonight . . .
("Atlantic City," Bruce Springsteen)
Let's have a damn good time on May 27. Not
because of the mime (though you should treat him
right) or the lip-smacking snacks (though you might
as well eat) or the octagon run (what the heck~go
for it) or even the BOSS (who probably won't be
there). Let's go for the glory days.
However, if you insist on some incentive, I can
assure you of this: the Vital Signs are one hell of a
good band. And you never know who else may ap
pear.
Just make sure that you show up. If you do, if
we all do, we'll have a party. Let the BOSS enjoy
his honeymoon. We'll be dancing in the dark.

—DESMOND JONES •
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Brockland Earns Golden
Award:

At the Awards Convocation held last Thursday, May 23, 1985, Margaret
Ann Brockland, a candidate for a Bachelor's degree in English, won the only
Golden "A" awarded at the 1985 ceremony. The Golden "A" award is given
to the outstanding student who has excelled in both academics and service to
the college. Miss Brockland, a graduate of Windsor Forest high school, has
earned a grade-point average of 3.988. She has served the school by being a
CHAOS leader for the 1984-85 year; an Honor Court member; Co-Editor o

First One Given Since 1979

CALLIOPE Armstrong's literary magazine; and a volunteer tutor in the
Writing Center in 1982-83, not to mention the tutorial work she has done or
^ Thts"' awards are given to students who have excelledTu only one
of the areas that Miss Brockland has excelled in. Receiving
academic excellence are; Mary A. Hutchinson, a candidate for a
degree in Computer Science with a grade-point average of 3.870. Patsy
Sanders a candidate for a Bachelor's degree in Early Elementary Education
with "Vade-poin. average of 4.0. R. Lamaar Smith, a Candida,« for »„
Associate's degree in Nursing with a grade-point average of 3.907.
Students receiving the Silver "A" award for service to the college are:
Gail Goslee, seeking a Bachelor's degree in Medical Technology, who was
a five-year CHAOS leader, a two-year BSU missions chairperson, both a
secretary and president of the ASC organization for Medical Technologists,
secretary of the Honor Court, member SOS steering committee, member col
lege self-study committee, selected to Who's Who among America s colleges
and universities, and member of both the INKWELL staff and GEECHEE
st&ff •
Karl Grotheer, seeking a Bachelor's in Computer Science, was a four-year
member of the tennis team, four-year member of the SGA finance committee,
Men's Intramural chair, Fine Arts chair on the CUB, Dance and Concert chair
on the CUB, CHAOS leader, Student Conduct Committee, Student Alumni
Association, and Who's Who among America's colleges and universities.
Patrick F. Roughen, seeking a Bachelor's degree in Chemistry, who has
been a volunteer chemistry tutor, Co-founder of the Joel H. Hildebrand
Chemistry Honor Society, volunteer Physics lab assistant, a member of the
Society of Physics Students, Writing Center tutor, member Touchstone club,
Math Honor Society, Student Alumni Club, and Honor Court Judge.
Other awards were given at the ceremony, but that information was not
obtained by press time.
ASC should take pride in congratulating these people, who are students in
the true sense of the word.
—STAFF REPORTS

AN OPEN LETTER
On Carol Russell: An outstan
ding Dental Hygiene instructor:
Carol Russell, R.D.H., B.S.,
has been a member of the Dental
Hygiene faculty for seven years; she
is one of the few of the faculty per
sonnel who has been included in
Armstrong's 1985 budget cut. To the
Dental Hygiene student's disadvan
tage CarolRussell, will no longer be
the smiling face and encouraging
word that keeps us striving for
higher goals. Her expertise in the
classroom as well as in clinic has not
gone unnoticed in the past two years.
We feel that the department will ex
perience a loss much greater than an
ticipated. A lady of ner caliber will
be greatly missed.
We personally feel that recon
sideration of Mrs. Russell's position
be forthcoming and this present ac
tion by ASC should be considered
null and void. We are aware that the
financial status of the college must
be maintained at a minimum,
however, an individual's efforts,
always exceeding the expected level,
deserves commendation rather than
penalization. Much truth is express
ed and holds true in the above situa
tion.
-Audrey and Cyndi

GRADUATION
All students and friends of the college are invited to
the graduation ceremonies of the 1985 class of Arm
strong State College. Graduation will be held at the
Savannah Civic Center on Monday, June 10, 1985, at
7:30 in the evening. In a departure from ceremonies
in recent years, this year's excercises will feature out
side speakers in honor of the school's fiftieth birth
day. Arthur M. Gignilliat, once a faculty member at
Armstrong, will give the commencement address
after being introduced by his son, Armstrong alumn
and vice-chairman of the Board of Regents Arthur
M. Gignilliat Junior. President of the college Robert
A. Burnett will confer the degrees after each
academic dean presents the candidates from his
respective school. Also at the exercises the H. Dean
Propst Award for the outstanding faculty member
and the Alumni Association Award for the
distinguished faculty member will be presented. The
Propst award is a student-nominated honor, while
the Alumni Association award recipient is selected by
the alumni. All are invited and admission is free.
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WHAT: ASC's 50thbirthday celebration.
WHEN: 4:00 to 11:00 p.m. on Monday, May 27,1985.
WHERE: On the quadrangle and other places on
campus.
WHO: The band VITAL SIGNS playing from 7:00 to
11:00, and mime-comedian Tim Setimi all day long. (No
Boss, Sorry)
WHY: WHY NOT!!!
As Bob Barker says, "COME ON DOWN!" Fun, games
and prizes await EVEN YOU!!!

V

COME TO
THE PARTY!!!!
Come out and enjoy:
"ORBIT ART *COTTON CANDY
*DUNKINGBOOTH "S TREET DANCE
"HIGH STRIKER "SEVEN ELEVEN
"SPACE WALK "BALL BINGO
"OCTAGONRUN "GOLFGAME "OH NO
"BALLOONS "TEDDY BEAR TOSS
"FOOD "SODAS "CAKE
"TACOS "SNO CONES

•

•

*
*
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Armstrong Faculty Robbed
Something insidious has happened in
America— Crime has made victims of humanity.
The threat of crime and the knowledge that without
warning, anyone can be attacked or crippled, mugg
ed or killed, lurks at the fringes of consciousness.
Many people become rational prisoners of their
fears, living behind triple locks and avoiding
ominous places -the hunting preserves of the
lawless. There is too much crime, far too much
avoidable human suffering from it, and grossly too
much fear.
From the muggers and rapists perspective, the
uncertainty of imprisonment, indeed the liklihood
of avoiding it, is actually an incentive to commit
crime; the risk of punishment is miniscule. So
perhaps this is why a seriesof crimes has recently in
vaded the Armstrong campus.
Within 4 weeks 5 faculty staff members
reported stolen money, and another faculty
member was approached by an armed intruder.

"When the man opened the
door, he seemed surprised,
almost nervous when he saw
me. He didn't look like a
regular student-but a thief
never entered my mind,"
On April 8th at approximately 2:45 P.M.
history associate professor Dr. Janet Stone returned
from the library and placed her pocketbook in a
blue tote bag situated next to her desk chair. She
then walked less than 10 feet into the typing room
located across the hall from her office. When she
returned to her office 10 minutes later, she noticed
her purse was missing. Dr. Stone said while she
typed that afternoon her back was facing the door,
therefore she was oblivious to any sight or sound.
Subconsciously she felt that perhaps her pocketbook was merely misplaced, but when a jogger
found her credit card on Abercorn Street the
following morning, it confirmed the suspicion that
her purse was indeed stolen. Dr. Stone said she
suspects the burglar may have followed her from
the library and took advantage of the open situa
tion.
Any theft, petty or massive, can render one in
to feeling vir tually impotent. Dr. Stone said, "It's
very unnerving. I felt disconcerted emotionally—all
your natural habits are interrupted. When I went to
pay the locksmith for making new car keys, it never
occurred to me that I had no money or credit cards
to pay him."
About 2 weeks later, psychology professor Dr.
Keith D ouglass reported funds stolen from his top
desk drawer. As chairman of the Faculty Lecture
Committee, Dr. Douglass received a grant of
$300.00 for bills, mailings and various items concer
ning the faculty series. Upon returning from a
meeting, he atempted to pay some bills and noticed
the envelope which contained the money missing.
After searching for a day or two he reported the
theft to Chief Mueller, but could not precisely pin
down exactly how much money was stolen or when
the money was stolen. Since the theft, Dr. Douglass
said that he feels vulnerable, almost distrustful
about humanity "I don't like to function daily wor
rying about people entering my office."
On April 25th, another psychology professor,
Dr. Joe Lane, was reading in his office around 8:45

abruptly opened the door and inquired about a fic
ticious faculty member. After responding that no
such faculty resides in this building, the gentleman
left and proceeded down the hall. At this point, Dr.
Lane became curious and followed him downstairs.
However, when he noticed the gentleman enter
Gamble Hall, Dr. Lane's suspicisions subsided,
assuming the gentleman knew who he was looking
for. Four hours later, when deparmental secretary
Ms. Wheeler reported that money was s tolen, Dr.
Lane realized his suspisions were well founded. Dr.
Lane said, "When the man opened the door, he
seemed surprised, almost nervous when he saw me.
He didn't look like a regular student—but a thief
never entered my mind."
Ms. Wheeler, whose office is located a few
doors down from Dr. Lane's, stepped out of her of
fice for a few minutes around 12:30 pm. When she
returned, an envelope containing $61.00 was miss
ing from her purse, which was located underneath
her desk. Apparently, this was a cash-only-caper;
her credit cards and checks were untampered.
Also on the 25th, in the Health Professions
building, Ms. Diane Brown, BSN Departmental
Secretary and Dr. Marilyn Buck, head of BSN Nur
sing, each reported $10.00 missing from their
purses. Ms. Brown and Dr. Buck had an appoint
ment in the dean's office and left their office doors
unlocked—purses secured underneath their desks.
Ms. Brown said, "Ordinarily we wouldn't have left
our offices unattended, but it was a quiet afternoon
—the faculty members were visiting clinical sights.
"Arriving in their offices 20 minutes later, Dr.
Buck noticed her door open. Apparently the
intruder walked into Ms. Brown's office first, stole
$10.00, and repeated the venture in Dr. Buck's
office, making a swift exit. Neither Ms. Brown nor
Dr. Buck noticed any money missing until later that
evening. Ms. Brown reported both incidents the
following day to Chief Mueller; Dr. Buck w as out
of town.
Fortunately, all of the above-mentioned did
not come in contact with their assailant however,
one victim was not as lucky. On May 7th, around
4:30 p.m. in the Health Professions building, a
Dental Hygene faculty member was approached by
a heavy-set black male while she worked in the
storage room. The assailant asked the faculty
member for directions to the Health Professions
auditorium, where he claimed to have an interview
for a custodial job. He proceeded to leave, abruptly
turned around, and pointed a gun in her direction.
The faculty member screamed, the assailant fled,
and was last seen running towards the cafeteria.
One need only speculate as to the assailants inten
tions.

The city police were immediately called and a
complaint was filed. Chief Mueller said that if his
security personel had been immediately contacted,
they could have caught the assailant. However, no
one is in the security building from 4 til 11. the only
way to contact a security guard after 4:00 is to call
the library, where a radio is located.
Chief Mueller said that he has complained on
numerous occassions about obtaining additional
security during the 4 till 11 shift, but the solution
lies with the administration. When asked about this
situation, Dr. Stegal cited "financial reasons" for
the lack of additional security. According to Dr.
Stegall, "There are no funds in the budget. While
we recognize the need for additional security, its
difficult to add new positions right now with the
enrollment decline." With occupied dorms next
fall, Dr. Stegal said he hopes to hire somone for the
security building; however, the bottom line is the
budget.
Two years ago, all faculty members received a
memo urging the security of all personal belong
ings, But according to Chief Mueller this memo was
obviously disregarded. The role of the victim is fre
quently crucial to the criminal act not only in regard
to the part that could have been played in preven
ting it, but also because of the part one frequently
plays in the act itself. Expressions like "victim
proneness" and "victim instigation" have been us
ed to refer to the fact that the victim is often a con
tributor to the act in varying degrees, ranging from
simple carelessness to deliberate provocation.
Chief Mueller strongly urges the faculty and
students to work together, report any suspicious
looking people, and report even the smallest thefts
immediately. He said, "If a false alarm is reported,
no harm done." The speed of a report and the clari
ty and accuracy of the details provided can make a
crucial difference in any occurring or immediately
threatening situation. Every individual's failure to
report one petty little theft contributes to an
astounding total.
You cannot understand the problem of crime if
you approach it solely on your intellect. That in
tellect rebels. Crime honors no sanctuary; it strikes
when least expected. If you are the victim of a crime
and have any questions, please contact the Victim
Witness Assistance Program at 944-4863.
—HEIDI BECKER
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EDUCA HON
START HERE

Ask about Dan Vaden
Chevrolet Inc.'s College
Graduate Finance plan

For details, visit our showroom
at 9393 Abercorn. Ask for James
Daniel (912) 925—9393
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MISCELLANEOUS
HOSTSA VANNAH TRANSPORTA
TION seeks DRIVERS. Located at the
Airport. Flex, hours, Evenings and
weekends. $3.75/hr. Contact Grace or
Barry Crovatt-ONLY at 964-0332 or
355-5570.

Private individual seeks someone for
CHILD CARE. Take care of 6 mo. old
child beginning in August. Must have
own transportation. 5 day/wk. MonFri. 8:30 am-12:I5 pm. $35/wk. Call
Mrs. Sandford at 897-2141.

BROOKS AUTO PARTS needs
DELIVERY PERSON. Valid drivers
REPAIR PERSON needed at Freidlicense req'd. Flex, hours M-S.
mans Jewelers. Packing and unpack
$3.50/hr. Call Jack Southerland at
ing. Hours 9 am-1 pm. Mon-Sat with 1
925-7310.
day off. Salary neg. Call Ms. Green at
233-4567 for appt.
RENTAL AGENT needed by
ALAMO RENT A CAR. No exp.
BRIARPATCH in Oglethorpe needs a
req'd. 20 hr/wk. Thurs-Sat. Salary
STOCKPERSON. APPLY IN PER
neg. with bonus. Call Sylvia for
SON. See Mava Byrd. Flex hours and
application 964-7364.
days. Min. wage.

U
HAUL
is
seeking
PACKERS/LOADERS. Physical
labor involved. Flex hours and days.
$3.50-$4/hr. See John Woodward at
8810 Abercorn. APPLY IN PERSON.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed by the
Girl Scout Council. Camp June 16-July
20. Call Sara Little at 236-1571.
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE need
ed by the Asso. of MBA Executives.
Flex days. 3-5 hr/wk. Call Troy or
Mark 1-800-243-6679.
NIGHT HELPERS wanted by ALKO
DISTRIBUTORS. Help load trucks.
Able to do heavy lifting. 4 nights/wk.
5pm-9pm. Call William Scheer at
233-4925.

BOOKSTORE

PHILLIP MORRIS CO. needs to fill
SAMPLER'S position. June 3 thru
Aug. 23. 35 hr/wk. $5/hr. Must have
own car and insurance. Will hold oncampus interviews May 22nd. Contact
Career Development and Placement
Office for more info.
SALES/OFFICE
SALESCLERK needed at the LITTLE
PROFESSOR BOOK CENTER.
Hours 6-9 pm M-F and 1-6 pm Sun.
Salary $3.35/hr. Strong interest in
books/reading. Call Nancy Debele at
897-6429 for more info.
SALES position open at PENQUIN
POOLS. Some heavy lifting req'd.
Weekends preferred. Hours flex.
Salary open. APPL Y IN PERSON in
Oakhurst Shopping Center, Mont
gomery Crossroads.
SALES COUNSELOR needed at
RHODES FURNITURE STORE. 40
hr/wk. Salary commission. Contact
Ted Wilson at 925-7117.

weptWfJJIS

SALES/LABOR position open at
REMODELERS OUTLET, 1302 W.
Bay St. Knowledge of building
materials is helpful. Saturdays and

Book Buy Back
June 5, 6 & 7

afternoons. $4-5/hr. Contact Clayton

Angell at 238-3667.

Fill your locker
with Spring
Sportswear
from the
ASC Bookstore
FOR
SALE
NOW!

FINANCIAL ESTATE PLANNER
needed at NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE INS. Call Ms. TiSon
or Mr. Gerinier at 236-5766.
ASSISTANT PROGRAMMER need
ed by J.F. PINK ASSO., Jerico Island,
GA. Flex hours and days. Salary open.
Call J.F. Pink at 884-3000.

i

RHODES FURNITURE is seeking a
CASHIER. Prefer someone with exp.
Flex days and hours. 20 hr/wk. Salary
neg. Call Ted Wilson 925-7117.
RECEPTIONIST needed at Royce
Center. Answer phone, file, typing,
good public relations skills. Call Rosie
Beganics at 236-7736.
FOODSERVICE
BENNIGANS needs KITCHEN
HELP. APPLY IN PERSON at the
Abercorn restaurant. See Charlie
Keegan. Flex hours and days. Salary
open.
WENDY'S on the Southside has open
ings for approx. 6 people. All positions
open. APPLY IN PERSON. Em
ployees eligible to compete for $500
scholarships. 11700 Abercorn St.
LUCAS CAFE needs COCKTAIL
WAITRESSES. Exp. req'd. Must be at
least 19 years old. Flex, days and
hours. $2.01/hr. plus tips. Call Marti
at 233-8000.
STEAK AND ALE seeks LUNCHTIME BARTENDER. Will train. 12
noon-5 pm. Sun.-Fri. Call 927-1660
for Tim Cather or Manny Weatherbee.

